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 Plasticade® was first founded as American Louver® Company in 1954 by Walter Glass. 
The company began as the inventor and premier manufacturer of plastic parabolic louvers for 
fluorescent lighting fixtures. Through the years we have used our expertise in plastics manufac-
turing to expand into many different markets, including Traffic Safety, Sign Frames, Store 
Fixtures, and Grilles and Registers for the HVAC market.

 In February of 2011 the company rebranded several of its business units under the D.B.A. 
Plasticade®. At Plasticade® we are committed to manufacturing our products to the highest 
standards of production. We are continually focusing on improving our procedures, performance, 
and technologies. Our manufacturing processes include blow molding, injection molding, extru-
sion molding, and thermoforming. In addition, our staff is dedicated to providing customers with 
the highest level of customer service. 
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Visit our website www.plasticade.com for 
additional information on our products. Our 
Traffic Safety State Reference Guide provides 
information on products certified for use in 
each state and includes product specifications 
and sheeting requirements. In addition, you 
will find detailed drawings, photographs, and 
assembly instruction sheets for our products 
on the website

Scan this QR code 
with your smart 
phone to visit our 
website.



All plastic and maintenance free, never rusts, needs painting, or leg straightening

Molded hollow so it can be internally ballasted with up to 10 lbs. of sand (5 lbs. per leg)

Features a molded in handle where a flashing light can be attached

Patented hinges “click lock” for a positive interlock in the open position

Available in white, yellow, and orange

Dimensions: 25”W x 45”H  Weight: 16 lbs.

NCHRP-350 Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards

PLASTICADE Type I and Type II Barricades

All plastic barricade - boards have “double-wall” design for strength and rigidity

Built from component parts, legs and boards, assuring easy replacement of 
damaged parts

Bottom board can carry a 35 lb. sandbag

Two mounting receptacles for flashing lights

Boards are available in three sizes (12”x24”, 8”x24”, and 3”x24”)

Dimensions: 24”W x 43.3”H  Weight: 16 lbs.

NCHRP-350 Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards

Holes are predrilled in the 
boards and legs for easy 
assembly when you purchase 
component parts

ECONOCADE Type I and Type II Barricades

COMBOCADE Type I and Type II Barricades

ECONOCADE 

Steel leg barricade with plastic boards

Boards, can be replaced in minutes and legs can be replaced or repaired

45” steel legs,14 gauge thickness, galvanized 
- white powder coated finish available by special order

Plastic boards are strong and dense, will not bend, warp, crack, 
splinter, or peel

Bolt holes are molded into the plastic boards

Dimensions: 24.4”W x 42.6”H  Boards: 12”x24”, 8”x24”, and 6”x24”

NCHRP-350 Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards

The Econocade Barricade 
can be purchased in a 
variety of colors

All plastic, economical barricade, that is strong and stackable

Solid wall design; legs and boards are molded in one piece

Weighing 13.2 lbs., it is easy to handle, pack, and transport

Available in a variety of colors

Dimensions: 24.4”W x 42.6”H  

NCHRP-350 Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards

Purchase Combocades fully 
assembled or as component parts

FIBERCADE Type I and Type II Barricades

Legs Boards
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Boards, can be replaced in minutes and legs can be replaced or repaired



TELESPAR® TYPE III BARRICADES

Galvanized steel tubing for superior corrosion protection
 - Telespar® uprights and feet are 14 gauge, hot rolled high carbon steel
 - angle iron feet are 12 gauge, mill finish

Universal mounting holes, pre-punched 7/16”

Square shape provides superior windload capabilities and inhibits warping

Plastic boards available in 4’, 6’, 8’, 10’, and 12’ lengths
 - reflective sheeting on one or both sides

Quick removal of uprights from feet
 - allows for short term or permanent placement

Easy to assemble and replace parts if necessary

Accepts two flashing lights

Dimensions: Upright - 1.75” x 1.75” x 60”  Riser - 2” x 6”  
                                    Telespar® Foot - 1.75” x 1.75” x 60”
                                    Angle Iron Foot - 1.5” x 1.5” x 60”

NCHRP-350 Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards
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Two Options Available
• Telespar® uprights with Telespar® feet
• Telespar® uprights with angle iron feet

Telespar® Uprights with Telespar® Feet

Telespar® Uprights with Angle Iron Feet

Telespar® Barricades are sold in kits with 
three boards with your choice of sheeting. 
Sheeting can be on one side of the boards 
or both. All hardware needed for assembly 
is included in the kit.



PLASTICADE BREAK-AWAY TYPE III BARRICADE®

All-plastic and collapsible 

Available with five board lengths, 1” x 8” boards, 4’,6’,8’,10’, or 12’ long

Easier to transport, install, and store than wood or steel Type III Barricades

Boards are available sheeted (one or both sides) or unsheeted

Accepts two flashing lights

Dimensions: Upright - 3.5” x 3.5” x 5’  Base - 1.5” x 5.5” x 5’
                    
NCHRP-350/MASH Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards

                  

The Sentinel Type III Barricade is all plastic and easy to assemble

Base consists of two pieces, that snap together, no hardware required

Available with 1” x 8” boards, 4’ or 6’ long

Boards are available sheeted (one or both sides) or unsheeted

Base can be ballasted with sand, sandbags, or with water (in warmer climates)

Dimensions: 36”W x 48”D x 68.8”H  Weight: 15 lbs.

NCHRP-350/MASH Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards
                    

Assembled, the Type III
Barricade easily folds down
for transport and storage

Base can be ballasted with sand, sandbags, or with water (in warmer climates)Base can be ballasted with sand, sandbags, or with water (in warmer climates)

Upright Snaps 
into the Base

SENTINEL TYPE III BARRICADE
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Rugged, “double-wall” A-Frame plastic barricade

Perfect for crowd control and road closures

Unique I-Beam board creates a rigid barricade system and protects the sheeting

A-Frame legs are designed to receive flashing lights and can be 
internally ballasted with sand

Boards weigh 1 lb. per foot and are available in three lengths (6’, 8’, and 10’)

A-Frame Leg Dimensions: 28”W x 42”H (board opening - 2”W x 8”H)  Weight: 5 lbs.

Plasticade A-Frame Barricades are sold as sets or as component parts

ECONOCADE A-FRAME BARRICADE
Versatile A-Frame accepts both I-Beam boards and 1” x 8“ boards 

Available in a variety of colors

Easy to set up, transport, and store

Weighing 6 lbs., this A-Frame leg is 20% heavier than the Plasticade A-Frame barricade leg

Flashing light mounting receptacle on each leg

Plastic 1” x 8“ boards are available in 4’, 6’, 8’,10’, and 12’ lengths

A-Frame Leg Dimensions: 28.6”W x 40”H (board opening - 2”W x 8.27”H) 

Econocade A-Frame Barricades are sold as sets or as component parts

Remove plug and fill 
with sand to ballast

7.75”

1.75”

I-Beam Board

I-Beam’s recessed face 
protects the sheeting

Two Boards Set One Board Set

PLASTICADE A-FRAME BARRICADE
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Plastic boards last longer than wood!

Solid boards will not bend, warp, crack, splinter, or peel

Bolt holes are molded into the plastic boards

Names can be stenciled on the boards for identification

Available in 24”W x 12”H, 24”W x 8”H, and 24”W x 6”H

Boards are .63” thick

ECONOCADE BARRICADE BOARDS®

TYPE III AND A-FRAME BARRICADE BOARDS
1” x 8“ plastic boards come in 4’, 6’, 8’, 10’, and 12’ lengths

Boards are .75” thick

High density polyethylene material resists fading, chipping, or splintering

Flat surface displays retroreflective sheeting 
    - complies with MUTCD requirements
   
Hollow core extruded design
    - internal walls provide lightweight strength and durability

Can be used in various generic Type III Barricade designs accepted by FHWA
    - complies with NCHRP-350

WATER DEPT

Barricade boards come in 3 sizes
Back of board

Extruded Hollow Core Design 
with Internal Walls for Strength 

and Durability 



20 lb. base 30 lb. base

Sidewall design adds
strength and durability

GEMSTONE  VERTICAL PANEL

Unique angled handle 
allows workers wearing

gloves to easily set up the 
Navicade, even with

light attached

16 lb. base 30 lb. base

STACKER CONES

16 lb. sand fillable base 
and 16 lb. recycled 
rubber base available

Oversized handle with comfort grip - can be picked up easily, even with light attached

Designed to withstand repeated impacts and minimize damage to vehicles

Recessed panel protects reflective sheeting - 36”H x 8”W

Flashing light mounting receptacle

Solid recycled rubber base in two sizes

Available in orange or white

Dimensions: 44.5”H x 15.4”W  Weight: 4 lbs.

NCHRP-350/MASH Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards

Slim design is perfect for narrow highways and street projects where space is an issue

Unique handle is easy to grab even with a flashing light or sign attached

Stackable with or without base for easy transportation or storage

Available with up to five stripes of sheeting

Molded-in holes for mounting lights and signs

Solid recycled rubber bases in two sizes

Dimensions: 49.25”H x 7.6”W  Weight: 3 lbs.

NCHRP-350/MASH Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards

42” tall cones that are in the driver’s line of sight

Easily stackable for storage

Slotted handle is ideal for threading caution tape

Orange cone available with or without high intensity silver collars 
(one 4” silver collar and one 6” silver collar)

Yellow cone available with or without blue and green high intensity collars
(one 4” blue collar and one 6” green collar)

Dimensions: 42”H x 9.8”W  Weight: 3 lbs.

NCHRP-350 Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards

NAVICADE
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The handle is easy to grab, 
even with light attached



Standing 44” tall, the Rhino Channelizer Barrel is the tallest, most visible barrel in the work zone

Thick wall design makes it extremely sturdy and durable

Features molded-in handle, holes for mounting a light, and five tiers for reflective sheeting

Available in high density or low density polyethylene

Secure with a tire ring or with our plastic base that can be filled with sand

Overall Dimensions: 44”H x 23”W  Weight: 10 lbs.

NCHRP-350 Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards

Drum clicks on the
sand filled base

To remove, twist off
like a bottle cap

Plastic bases feature molded-in 
stacking lugs for convenient 

transport and storage

A tire ring can also be used to secure 
the Rhino Channelizer Barrel

ECONOCADE II TRAFFIC DRUM

RHINO CHANNELIZER BARREL

Comfort Grip HandleLight Ledge keeps 
lights upright

New! Tire Locking Ring™, 
             - Tired of drums rotating inside tire rings?
             - Texturized Locking Ring™ grips tire, giving you security on the job

New! 36.77” H, stack up to 25% more

New! Comfort grip handle for secure, easy pick-up

New! Innovative “light ledge” keeps light upright 

New! Accepts tire rings and many rubber bases

New! Customize drum with molded in name or logo

Thick walls make this drum rugged and durable

Five tier design to maximize reflective sheeting

Available in low or high density polyethylene

Overall Dimensions: 40”H x 23”W  Weight: 8 lbs.
    
NCHRP-350 Accepted, Meets MUTCD Standards
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 Tire Locking Ring™ is texturized
to inhibit rotating

Standing 44” tall, the Rhino Channelizer Barrel is the tallest, most visible barrel in the work zone



Diamond Grade™ Sheeting 

Barricade Sheeting, Series - DG3 444/446
Channelizer Sheeting, Series 3910/3914

Consists of bright whites and prismatic fluorescent orange
 - results in optimal color contrast even through a layer of dirt and grime
 - higher daytime visibility than non-fluorescent colored sheeting
 - provides greater reaction time

Wide angle performance
- motorists perceive devices to be the same distance away, day or night

Superior retention of color and brightness
 - top film covers the color
 - maintains 50% of its initial specified brightness after three years of hard use

444/446  Barricade Sheeting meets the reflectivity values of ASTM Type XI
3910 Channelizer Sheeting meets the reflectivity values of ASTM Type IV

 SHEETING OPTIONS FOR DEVICES
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High Intensity Prismatic Grade Sheeting

Barricade Sheeting, Series 3334/3336
Channelizer Sheeting, Series 3310FP/3314FP

Flexible prismatic reflective sheeting

Wide angle asymmetric prismatic material
 - provides attention-getting brightness even when traffic control devices
   are misaligned
 
Maintains visibility in compromised conditions

Exceeds reflectivity values of ASTM Type III or Type IV

Engineer Grade Sheeting

Barricade Sheeting, Series CW44/CW46
Channelizer Sheeting, Series CW80/CW84

Enclosed lens (glass bead) reflective sheeting

Exceeds the reflectivity values of ASTM Type I

High Intensity Grade Sheeting

Channelizer Sheeting, Series 3810/3814

Encapsulated lens (glass bead) reflective sheeting

Exceeds the reflectivity values of ASTM Type III

We Use 3M™ Sheeting on our Barricades and Channelizers



LIQUID-SURGE STABILIZERS
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Designed to stabilize the movement of liquid cargo in partially loaded tankers during transport

- eliminates the “wave” that can form inside the tank from the liquid surging back and forth when the
  truck stops or starts, preventing the dangerous push of the truck in the direction the wave is moving
- significantly improves the handling of the vehicle during acceleration, braking, and lane changes 
- reduces tank stress

Baffle system consists of three high strength plastic interlocking rings, creating a hollow core spherical device
- 12 flow restriction ports around each ring, 36 in total
- fluid passes through the baffle, but surge is removed

Baffle rings easily lock together without any fasteners

- simple, fast assembly, no tools required
- no attachment to tank
- no retrofit problems

Compatible with metal, poly, and fiberglass tanks
- designed for tanks with or without fixed baffles or compartments

Fits 16” manways or larger

System packs flat for low cost shipping

Not recommended for flammable or food grade liquids

Haul Liquids Safely!

Users Include:
Government Agencies
  DOT irrigation, anti-icing, parks, etc...

Landscape, lawn care, & arborists

Agricultural and custom spraying

Rural fire departments, nurse tanks

Private industry

US 
Gallons

Imperial 
Gallons

Approximate 
# of Baffles

Displacement 
(lbs.)

250 208 26 48
500 416 53 95
600 500 63 115
750 625 79 143

1000 833 105 191
1500 1249 158 286

Baffle is made from 3 rings

Wave forms inside tank when the truck starts 
or stops, creating a dangerous push forward 
that can destabilize the vehicle 

With Liquid Surge Stabilizers inside the tank, 
the upsurge of liquid is eliminated, improving 
the handling of the vehicle

Sold in box sets of 28 baffles



SIGN FRAMES
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 Strong, Sturdy, All Purpose Sign Frame
Best When Changing Signs Frequently

No Mounting Hardware Needed
 May Internally Weight With Dry Sand

 Strong, Sturdy, All Purpose Sign 
Frames for Permanent or 
Semi-Permanent Signs

May Internally Weight With Dry Sand

 Use Outdoors in Windy Areas
 Wheel Indoors to Store

 May Internally Weight Base 
With Dry Sand

Signicade Deluxe

 Strong, Sturdy, All Purpose Sign Frame

Signicade Deluxe

24”x36”
Signs

 Use Outdoors in Windy Areas

3 Sizes

Strong, Sturdy, All Purpose Sign Strong, Sturdy, All Purpose Sign  Use Outdoors in Windy Areas Use Outdoors in Windy AreasStrong, Sturdy, All Purpose Sign 

 Economical, Light Weight, A-Frame 
Use Indoors and Out

Weight Externally Using Stabilizing 
Bar Between Sign Faces

Use Indoors or Outdoors 
Where Space is Limited

May Internally Weight Feet

™

™

 Sturdy Sign Frames Great for 
Directional or Safety Signage

(Lot Full, No Exit, Detour, etc...)
May Internally Weight With

Dry Sand

Use Indoors or Outdoors 
Where Space is Limited

May Internally Weight Feet

 Economical, Light Weight, A-Frame 
Use Indoors and Out

 Smaller, Light Weight, A-Frames 
Perfect When Moving Frequently

May Weight Externally Using 
Stabilizing Bar Between Sign Faces

 Slim A-Frame Design
Great for Directional Signage

(Open, Slow, Parking, Exit, etc...)
May Internally Weight With

Dry Sand

®

Change 
Messages

In Seconds

No tape, Velcro®, or 
screws needed

Patented slot design

Silde in Coroplast™ or 
other sign material 3/16” 
thick

24”x36”
Signs

24”x36”
Signs

24”x36”
Signs

22”x28”
Signs

24”x24”
Signs

12”x24”
Signs

20 lbs. 18 lbs. 18 lbs.

11.5 lbs. 10.3 lbs.

8 lbs. 8.2 lbs.

18 lbs. 17 lbs. 11 lbs. 10 lbs.

28”x44”
Signs
30 lbs. 24”x36”

Signs
25 lbs.

22”x28”
Signs
16 lbs.



SIGN STANDS - SAFETY SIGNAGE
① Choose a Sign Stand 
     ● 6 Sizes
     ● 3 Colors: white, yellow, or orange

®

② Choose a Sign Legend
     ● Over 100 Standard Designs 
     ● Custom Design Your Own Sign

③ Plasticade will Professionally Apply the Legend
      to the Sign Stand
     ● Hassle Free
     ● Guaranteed Application           

MESSAGE BOARD KIT
Show different messages daily

Coroplast™ board comes with tracks 
permanently attached

2 boards per kit

Letter set contains over 300 letters and numbers
plus “Sale” and “Special” headers 

Indexed box for letter storage 
included in kit
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Barricades
Hold signs 

24”W x 12”H
on top panel

4 Types:
       Plasticade®

       Fibercade™
Econocade™

 Combocade™

Barricades

4 Types:
       Plasticade
       Fibercade

Squarecade™ 45

Holds signs 
24”W x 24”H

Dimensions:
45”H x 25”W

18 lbs.

Squarecade Squarecade™ 36

Holds signs 
24”W x 24”H

Dimensions:
36”H x 25”W

17 lbs.

Minicade®

Holds signs 
12”W x 24”H

Dimensions:
36”H x 13”W

10 lbs.

Narrowcade®

Holds signs 
12”W x 24”H

Dimensions:
45”H x 13”W

11 lbs.

Signicade®

Holds signs 
24”W x 36”H

Dimensions:
45”H x 25”W

18 lbs.

Signicade

Available For: Signicade Deluxe, 
Signicade, Wind Signs,  Marquee, 
Econo Classic, Sidewalk Sign, &
Simpo Signs



Convex Circular Safety Mirrors
160º of Viewing Area

Suitable for almost any safety or security application

Choose Acrylic or Polycarbonate Lens
- Acrylic: good weather resistance, average impact resistance, and high reflectivity
- Polycarbonate: average weather resistance, excellent impact resistance, 
  and good reflectivity

Mounting hardware included, with easy to follow instructions
- heavy duty adjustable ball-swivel and corrosion resistant steel brackets

Five Sizes Available
- 12”, 18”, 26”, 30”, 36”

Use indoors or out, four styles available
- Heavy Duty Mirror includes galvanized steel backing and trim around lens edge
- Outdoor Mirror includes weather resistant backing and trim around lens edge
- Indoor Mirror includes standard backing and trim around lens edge
- Economy Mirror has no backing or trim
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Roundtangular Safety Mirrors
160º of Viewing Area

Cropped top and bottom allows for installation in areas with low clearance

Acrylic lens 
- highly reflective and impact resistant

Mounting hardware included, with easy to follow instructions

Four Sizes Available
- 12” x 18”, 18” x 26”, 20” x 30”, 24” x 36”

Use indoors, two styles available
- Indoor Mirror includes standard backing and trim around lens edge
- Economy Mirror has no backing or trim

Full Dome Acrylic Mirrors
360º of Viewing Area

Use wherever there is an obstructed view or 
to prevent collisions at 4-way intersections

Acrylic or polycarbonate lens available
- polycarbonate lens is extremely durable and virtually unbreakable

Mounting hardware included
 - S-Hook and chain

Dome has a foam backing for added strength

Available Acrylic Lens Sizes
- 18”, 24”, 26”, 30”, 36”, 48”

Available Polycarbonate Lens Sizes
 - 18”, 26”, 30”, 36”



Disclaimer
Designs are subject to change without prior notice. Any modification or unintended use 
voids all warranties.

It is the responsibility of the purchaser or user of the product to determine that the 
product meets the specifications for their unique application and obtain from Plasticade 
any necessary certifications before use. While Plasticade cannot guarantee that every 
local or state agency has approved its products, we will provide all available WZ letters, 
Certificates of Compliance, crash test approvals, QPL and APL approvals for all 
products.

US Patents
The products illustrated or described in this catalog are covered by the following U.S. 
Patent Numbers: 5,342,140; 5,570,972; 7,337,569; 5,342,140; 5,570,972; 7,302,770; 
other patents pending.

Warranty
Plasticade's products have a 30 day limited warranty which covers manufacturer defects 
only. Damage caused by improper use or care of products is the responsibility of the 
user. This warranty does not include replacement for normal wear and tear.  If a product 
fails in normal use within the first 30 days of ownership due to a manufacturer defect, we 
will replace it at no charge.

Fibercade™ Barricades on the Eisenhower Expressway - Chicago, IL
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